A model for gene evolution of the ets-1/ets-2 transcription factors based on structural and functional homologies.
The chicken c-ets-1 locus encodes two transcription factors, p54c-ets-1 and p68c-ets-1 that differ in their N-termini, encoded respectively by the I54 and alpha beta exons. p68c-ets-1 equivalents are only found in birds and reptiles while p54c-ets-1 is widely conserved in vertebrates, from amphibians to mammals. Thus, the classical view concerning the evolution of the c-ets-1 gene has been to consider that I54 is of ancient origin whereas alpha and beta, which provide an additional activating domain in p68c-ets-1, would have been acquired much more recently. Sequencing the alpha and beta exons in various species pinpointed a highly conserved region of 13 amino acids which is rich in acidic and hydrophobic residues, a feature of some other transactivating domains. Strikingly, this subdomain is also present in the otherwise unrelated N-terminal activating region of p58c-ets-2 and was thus named BEC for Ets-1-beta/Ets-2-Conserved sequence. Moreover, the two N-termini share the BEC sequence at a homologous position in their highly similar genomic organization indicating a common origin. This structural homology underlies a functional similarity since fusion of the heterologous GAL4 DNA-binding domain with either of the two isolated domains demonstrates that BEC is essential in both cases for the transactivating activity. The function of the alpha beta domain in the context of p68c-ets-1 also strictly depends on the presence of the BEC sequence. Finally, the whole N-terminus of p58c-ets-2 can functionally substitute for its counterpart in p68c-ets-1 further demonstrating that p68c-ets-1 and p58c-ets-2 are structurally and functionally more closely related than previously thought. Besides, we also found BEC in the N-terminus of the Drosophila pointed gene which may be considered as closely related to the uncommitted 'ets1/2' common ancestor. These data demonstrate that the alpha and beta exons are not a recent and specific acquisition but stem, like the p58c-ets-2 N-terminus, from the invertebrate unduplicated 'ets 1/2' gene. This work unravels a new model for the ets-1/ets-2 gene's evolution, based for the first time on both structural and functional evidences. Accordingly, p68c-ets-1 and p58c-ets-2 are the direct descendants of the ancestral 'ets1/2' gene whereas I54 may have been acquired as a second promoter in the c-ets-1 gene after the duplication. Indeed, I54 is not found in the Drosophila pointed gene. The high degree of similarity, and hence of functional redundancy, between p68c-ets-1 and p58c-ets-2 may have led to the rapid divergence (and even loss in mammals) of alpha and beta during evolution whereas I54, which provided a novel function unique to c-ets-1, was maintained within the presently widespread p54c-ets-1 version.